Name____________
SNOWMAN DETECTIVE – Decode the Secret Code
You can learn about your friends. Look at a snowman that someone else
made and use page to see what their answers were.
1. Has ______ ever build a snowman?
- Snowman has three main body parts - yes
- Snowman has two main body parts - no

2. Has ______ ever shoveled snow off the walkway?
- Wearing a top hat -yes
- Wearing a knit winter hat - no

3. ______’s favorite season?
– If both arms angle upward - Winter
– If both arms angle downward - Spring
– If both arms point straight out - Summer
– If one arm angles up and the other down - Fall

4. Which animal does ______ like best?
- Blue mittens- Penguin
- Red mittens - Polar Bear
- Green mittens - Seal

5. Has ________ ever fallen off his/her sled?
- If snowman is wearing a scarf – Yes
- If snowman is wearing a bow tie - No

6. Which ice cream does _________ like best?

- If snowman has square eyes - Chocolate
- If snowman has round eyes - Vanilla
– If snowman has triangle eyes - Strawberry

7. ________’s favorite snowy activity is:
– Snowman has three “buttons” - Building a snowman
- Snowman has four “buttons” -Sledding
– Snowman has five “buttons” -Snowball Fight
8. ________ would rather live:
- If there is a person by the snowman - Where it snows a lot
– If there is an animal by the snowman - Where it is hot a lot

9. _______ would rather wear:
– Nose points to the right - Gloves
- Nose points to the left – Mittens

10. ________ likes hot chocolate with:
- If background is dark blue - Marshmallows
- If background is light blue - Whipped Cream
- If background is white – Nothing/Just Plain

11. Does ______ like to watch the snow fall?
If there are snowflakes in photo – Yes
If no snowflakes - No

